Smart office solutions
EN 2020:1

Office technology the
Swedish way
Technology that is easy to understand and easy
to use - you will find that here at Swedstyle.
Using smart solutions, we are developing the
workspaces of tomorrow, right here in Småland,
near to you and your business.
You see, when innovative technology is combined
with Swedish manufacturing and quality,
the result is something completely exceptional.
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Near to the customer
For 30 years now, Swedstyle has been the leading
manufacturer of height-adjustable work stations in
Scandinavia, with extensive expertise and experience
in the field of office technology. As a market player
enjoying proximity to our market, we work continually
on refining our workspace solutions, in order to meet
our customers’ requirements for functional and
effective workspaces.
We are always eager to identify new and still better
solutions, and in our partnerships with other leading
players in the industry we always aim to exceed customer
expectations. Our projects are most successful when we
are able to work in close cooperation with customers and
architects in order to customise an office solution directly
to their specific needs.
With creative staff, our own dedicated prototype
workshop located next to our production facilities, and
short transport routes to our subcontractors, we have
created conditions where we can enjoy being flexible
and coming up with new solutions.
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Sit & Stand
Flexibility for a better work environment
Switching between standing and sitting positions while
working is believed to enhance energy levels and improve
general health and well-being. Our height-adjustable sit and
stand frames allow work stations to be quickly and easily
adjusted to suit the needs of each individual.
Swedish manufacturing standards mean we can guarantee
high quality and user-friendly, robust solutions.

CONTENT:
Work stations that can be adapted to meet your needs
No one is made from the same mould: this is what underpins
our height-adjustable frame concept. We want to encourage
users to change their working position, since a number of
studies show that such an approach can have several health
benefits, as well as making us feel better as we work.
When you have plenty to do and no time to stretch your legs
at work, a standing working position is a good alternative.
We also have a range of accessories that give the frames
added functionality, such as hand controllers that can be
programmed with personalised settings.
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OFFICE 2-COLUMN

AERO 2.0 FLEX
Electric sit & stand frame for straight desktops, with
continuous height adjustment control, makes it easy
for the user to create an ergonomic work environment.
Robust and flexible design that can be adjusted
lengthways ensures a reliable desk that is easily
adapted to the desktop of your choice.
Frees-standing legs allow optimum freedom of
movement thanks to unrestricted leg room.
Elegant legs of rectangular design with the large
tube at the top. Based on the latest technology in
height adjustment control to ensure reliable and
comfortable operation.

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT

Yes

POWERED BY

Electricity

FRAME WIDTH

1150 mm - 1740 mm

DIMENSIONS TABLETOPS

1160 - 2200 mm x 550 - 1100 mm

STROKE

500 mm (675 - 1175 mm ±5 mm)
660 mm (605 - 1265 mm ±5 mm)

LIFT CAPACITY

Max 100 kg

Colour

Art. No.

Stroke

Silver

AE22AA01AA08

2S

675 - 1175 mm

Black

AE22AA01AA40

2S

675 - 1175 mm

White

AE22AA01AA25

2S

675 - 1175 mm

Silver

AE23AA01BA08

3S

605 - 1265 mm

Black

AE23AA01BA40

3S

605 - 1265 mm

White

AE23AA01BA25

3S

605 - 1265 mm

Anthracite*

AE23AA01BA17

3S

605 - 1265 mm

Chrome*

AE23AA01BA98

3S

605 - 1265 mm

*this colour is only available in 3-stage
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OFFICE 2-COLUMN

CLASSIC 2.0 FLEX
Electric sit & stand frame, with continuous height
adjustment control, for ergonomic working positions.
Robust and flexible design that can be adjusted
lengthways ensures a reliable desk that is easily
adapted to the desktop of your choice.
Free-standing legs mean optimum freedom of
movement thanks to unrestricted leg room.
Elegant legs of rectangular design with the large
tube at the bottom. Based on the latest technology
in height adjustment control to ensure reliable
and comfortable operation.

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT

Yes

POWERED BY

Electricity

FRAME WIDTH

1150 mm - 1740 mm

DIMENSIONS TABLETOPS

1160 - 2200 mm x 550 - 1100 mm

STROKE

500 mm (675 - 1175 mm ±5 mm)
660 mm (615 - 1275 mm ±5 mm)

LIFT CAPACITY

Max 100 kg

Colour

Art. No.

Stroke

Silver

CL22AA01AA08

2S

675 - 1175 mm

Black

CL22AA01AA40

2S

675 - 1175 mm

White

CL22AA01AA25

2S

675 - 1175 mm

Silver

CL23AA01BA08

3S

615 - 1275 mm

Black

CL23AA01BA40

3S

615 - 1275 mm

White

CL23AA01BA25

3S

615 - 1275 mm

Anthracite*

CL23AA01BA17

3S

615 - 1275 mm

Chrome*

CL23AA01BA98

3S

615 - 1275 mm

*this colour is only available in 3-stage
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OFFICE 2-COLUMN

QUADRO 2.0 FLEX
Electric sit & stand frame that allows the user the
flexibility to create ergonomic settings that enhance
their working comfort.
Robust and flexible design that can be adjusted
lengthways ensures a reliable desk that is easily
adapted to the desktop of your choice.
Free-standing legs mean optimum freedom of
movement thanks to unrestricted leg room.
Elegant legs of square design with the large tube
at the top. Based on the latest technology in
height adjustment control to ensure reliable
and comfortable operation.

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT

Yes

POWERED BY

Electricity

FRAME WIDTH

1150 mm - 1740 mm

DIMENSIONS TABLETOPS

1160 - 2200 mm x 550 - 1100 mm

STROKE

500 mm (675 - 1175 mm ±5 mm)
660 mm (595 - 1255 mm ±5 mm)

LIFT CAPACITY

Max 100 kg

Colour

Art. No.

Stroke

Silver

QU22AA01AA08

2S

675 -- 1175 mm

Black

QU22AA01AA40

2S

675 -- 1175 mm

White

QU22AA01AA25

2S

675 -- 1175 mm

Silver

QU23AA01BA08

3S

595 - 1255 mm

Black

QU23AA01BA40

3S

595 - 1255 mm

White

QU23AA01BA25

3S

595 - 1255 mm
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OFFICE 2-COLUMN

SOLO 2.0 FLEX
Sit & stand desk frame with one motor; SOLO M
or manual adjustment with crank, SOLO C.
Robust model for a straight desktop with
height-adjustable function, allowing each user to
create their optimum work environment.
Flexible design that can be adjusted lengthways
ensures a reliable desk that is easily adapted to
the desktop of your choice. Free-standing legs
allow optimum freedom of movement thanks
to unrestricted leg room.

SOLO 2.0 is also available as SOLO C manual adjustment with crank

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT

Yes

POWERED BY

Electricity (SOLO M)
Crank (SOLO C)

FRAME WIDTH

945 mm - 1480 mm (SOLO M)
940 mm - 1470 mm (SOLO C)

DIMENSIONS TABLETOPS

960 - 1600 mm x 590 - 800 mm

STROKE

500 mm (685 - 1185 mm ±5 mm)

LIFT CAPACITY

Max 80 kg

SOLO M

SOLO M
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Colour

Art. No.

Stroke

Silver

550308

2S

685 -- 1185 mm

Black

550340

2S

685 -- 1185 mm

White

550325

2S

685 -- 1185 mm

Silver

550408

2S

685 -- 1185 mm

Black

550440

2S

685 -- 1185 mm

White

550425

2S

685 -- 1185 mm
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OFFICE 3-COLUMN

AERO 2.0 FLEX
A flexible model of electric desk frame, for an angled
desktop, with height-adjustable function, allowing each
user to create their optimum work environment.

Robust and flexible design that can be adjusted
lengthways ensures a reliable desk that is easily
adapted to the desktop of your choice. Free-standing
legs allow optimum freedom of movement thanks to
unrestricted leg room. Elegant legs of rectangular
design with the large tube at the top. Based on the
latest technology in height adjustment control to
ensure reliable and comfortable operation.

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT

Yes

POWERED BY

Electricity

Colour

Art. No.

Stroke

FRAME WIDTH

1740 mm - 2150 mm

Silver

AE32AA01EB08

2S

675 -- 1175 mm

LENGTH OF SIDE FRAME (3-COLUMN)

1555 mm - 2145 mm

Black

AE32AA01EB40

2S

675 -- 1175 mm

White

AE32AA01EB25

2S

675 -- 1175 mm

Silver

AE33AA01FB08

3S

605 - 1265 mm

Black

AE33AA01FB40

3S

605 - 1265 mm

White

AE33AA01FB25

3S

605 - 1265 mm

Anthracite

AE33AA01FB17

3S

605 - 1265 mm

Chrome

AE33AA01FB98

3S

605 - 1265 mm

DIMENSIONS TABLETOPS (WxD)
STROKE
LIFT CAPACITY

1750 - 2650 mm x 700 - 1100 mm
1560 - 2400 mm x 700 - 1100 mm
500 mm (675 - 1175 mm ±5 mm)
660 mm (605 - 1265 mm ±5 mm)
Max 150 kg

*this colour is only available in 3-stage
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OFFICE 3-COLUMN

CLASSIC 2.0 FLEX
Sit & stand frame with electric motor for an angled
desktop. Stable design with continuous height adjustment
control for ergonomic working positions.

Robust and flexible design that can be adjusted
lengthways ensures a reliable desk that is easily
adapted to the desktop of your choice.
Free-standing legs mean optimum freedom of
movement thanks to unrestricted leg room.
Elegant legs of rectangular design with the large
tube at the bottom. Based on the latest technology
in height adjustment control to ensure reliable
and comfortable operation.

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT

Yes

POWERED BY

Electricity

Colour

Art. No.

Stroke

FRAME WIDTH

1740 mm - 2150 mm

Silver

CL32AA01EB08

2S

675 -- 1175 mm

LENGTH OF SIDE FRAME (3-COLUMN)

1555 mm - 2145 mm

Black

CL32AA01EB40

2S

675 -- 1175 mm

White

CL32AA01EB25

2S

675 -- 1175 mm

Silver

CL33AA01FB08

3S

605 - 1275 mm

Black

CL33AA01FB40

3S

605 - 1275 mm

White

CL33AA01FB25

3S

605 - 1275 mm

Anthracite*

CL33AA01FB17

3S

605 - 1275 mm

Chrome*

CL33AA01FB98

3S

605 - 1275 mm

DIMENSIONS TABLETOPS (WxD)
STROKE
LIFT CAPACITY

1750 - 2650 mm x 700 - 1100 mm
1560 - 2400 mm x 700 - 1100 mm
500 mm (675 - 1175 mm ±5 mm)
660 mm (615 - 1275 mm ±5 mm)
Max 150 kg

*this colour is only available in 3-stage
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OFFICE 3-COLUMN

QUADRO 2.0 FLEX
Robust, angled model of sit & stand frame that allows
each user to create their own ergonomically sustainable
height positions.
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Robust and flexible design that can be adjusted
lengthways ensures a reliable desk that is easily
adapted to the desktop of your choice.
Free-standing legs mean optimum freedom of
movement thanks to unrestricted leg room.
Elegant legs of square design with the large tube
at the bottom. Based on the latest technology in
height adjustment control to ensure reliable and
comfortable operation.

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT

Yes

POWERED BY

Electricity

FRAME WIDTH

1740 mm - 2150 mm

LENGTH OF SIDE FRAME (3-COLUMN)

1555 mm - 2145 mm

DIMENSIONS TABLETOPS (WxD)

1750 - 2650 mm x 700 - 1100 mm
1560 - 2400 mm x 700 - 1100 mm

STROKE
LIFT CAPACITY

500 mm (675 - 1175 mm ±5 mm)
660 mm (595 - 1255 mm ±5 mm)
Max 150 kg

Colour

Art. No.

Stroke

Silver

QU32AA01EB08

2S

675 - 1175 mm

Black

QU32AA01EB40

2S

675 - 1175 mm

White

QU32AA01EB25

2S

675 --1175 mm

Silver

QU33AA01FB08

3S

605 - 1255 mm

Black

QU33AA01FB40

3S

605 - 1255 mm

White

QU33AA01FB25

3S

605 - 1255 mm
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OFFICE 4-COLUMN

TETRA
WORKTABLE W4
Electric sit & stand frame for flexible height adjustment
control and an ergonomic work environment.
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The TETRA W4 worktable electric sit & stand frame
allows the user the flexibility to adjust the height of
their desk into positions that are at once comfortable
and ergonomic. Robust design that is easily adjusted to
suit the desktop of your choice, with good leg room for
optimum freedom of movement. Elegant legs of square
design with the latest technology in height adjustment
control to ensure reliable and comfortable operation.

Colour

Art. No.

Measurement

Black

512105

800 x 850-1200 mm

White

512106

800 x 850-1200 mm

Black

512115

800 x 1230-1845 mm

White

512116

800 x 1230-1845 mm

Black

512125

800 x 1640-2250 mm

White

512126

800 x 1640-2250 mm

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT

Yes

POWERED BY

Electricity

Black

512155

900 x 850-1200 mm

FRAME WIDTH

850 mm - 2250 mm

White

512156

900 x 850-1200 mm

Black

512165

900 x 1230-1845 mm

White

512166

900 x 1230-1845 mm

Black

512175

900 x 1640-2250 mm

White

512176

900 x 1640-2250 mm

DIMENSIONS TABLETOPS

850 - 2250 mm x 800 - 900 mm

STROKE

500 mm (655 mm - 1155 mm ±5 mm)

LIFT CAPACITY

Max 100 kg
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OFFICE TWIN

CLASSIC TWIN 2.0 FLEX
Electric sit & stand frame for two work stations
with straight desktops placed centrally next to each
other. Continuous height adjustment control for
ergonomic working positions.
Robust and flexible design that can be adjusted
lengthways ensures a reliable desk that is easily
adapted to the desktop of your choice.
Free-standing legs mean optimum freedom
of movement thanks to unrestricted leg room.
Based on the latest technology in height
adjustment control to ensure reliable and
comfortable operation.

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT

Yes

POWERED BY

Electricity

FRAME WIDTH

1150 mm - 1740 mm

DIMENSIONS TABLETOPS

1160 - 2200 x 700 - 900 mm

STROKE

660 mm (590 - 1250 mm ±5 mm)

LIFT CAPACITY

Max 100 kg x2

Colour

Art. No.

Stroke

Silver

CL43XA01BA08

3S

590-1250 mm

Black

CL43XA01BA40

3S

590-1250 mm

White

CL43XA01BA25

3S

590-1250 mm

The workstations in the picture are extra equipped
with cabletrays, screen brackets, desk screens and
cable chains. See all available accessories under
the "Accessories" category.
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OFFICE TWIN

AERO TWIN 2.0 FLEX
Electric sit & stand frame for two work stations with
straight desktops placed centrally next to each other.
Continuous height adjustment control for ergonomic
working positions.
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Robust and flexible design that can be adjusted
lengthways ensures a reliable desk that is easily
adapted to the desktop of your choice. Free-standing
legs mean optimum freedom of movement thanks to
unrestricted leg room. Based on the latest technology
in height adjustment control to ensure reliable and
comfortable operation. Elegant legs of rectangular
design with the large tube at the top.

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT

Yes

Colour

Art. No.

Stroke

POWERED BY

Electricity

Silver

AE43LA01BA08

3S

605 - 1265 mm

FRAME WIDTH

1150 mm - 1740 mm

Black

AE43LA01BA40

3S

605 - 1265 mm

White

AE43LA01BA25

3S

605 - 1265 mm

DIMENSIONS TABLETOPS

1160 - 2200 x 700 - 900 mm

STROKE

660 mm (605 - 1265 mm ±5 mm)

LIFT CAPACITY

Max 100 kg x2
The workstations in the picture are extra equipped with cabletrays, screen brackets,
and desk screens. See all available accessories under the "Accessories" category.
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OFFICE/CONFERENCE

MOBILE ONE Q
NEW! Light and flexible single-leg table on
castors for a flexible work station that can
easily be moved and features good
ergonomics. The latest technology in height
adjustment control ensures reliable and
comfortable operation.

Electric sit & stand frame featuring excellent performance
despite it´s compact design. Elegant legs of rectangular design
with the big tube at the top. Comes with five castors which can
be easily replaced with the accompanying adjustable feets if
desired. It´s design enables a number of different combinations
when using several units. Drop-shaped table top in varnished
ash wood. Table available in black or white.
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ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT

Yes

POWERED BY

Electricity/Battery

BATTERY TIME

50 - 70 times

FRAME WIDTH

774 mm

DIMENSIONS TABLETOPS

Max ø800 mm

STROKE

500 mm (670 - 1170 mm) wheeled

LIFT CAPACITY

Max 50 kg

For further freedom
of movement, the table can be supplemented
with battery power. See accesseries on page 44.

Colour

Art. No.

Black

5140455E

White

5140656E
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OFFICE/CONFERENCE

MOBILE ONE A
NEW! Light and flexible single-leg table on castors for a flexible work
station that can easily be moved and features good ergonomics.
Electric Sit & Stand frame featuring excellent performance despite
it´s compact design. Elegant legs of rectangular design with the big
tube at the top. Angled design on the foot.
The latest technology in height adjustment control ensures
reliable and comfortable operation. Comes with four castors which
can be easily replaced with the accompanying adjustable feets
if desired. Rectangular table top available in black or white ash
wood. Table available in black or white.

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT

Yes

POWERED BY

Electricity/Battery

BATTERY TIME

50 - 70 times

FRAME WIDTH

793 mm

DIMENSIONS TABLETOPS

Max 700 x 800 mm

STROKE

500 mm (665 - 1165 mm) wheeled

LIFT CAPACITY

Max 50 kg

For further freedom
of movement, the table can be supplemented
with battery power. See accesseries on page 44.

Colour

Art. No.

Black

5141455E

White

5141656E

OFFICE/CONFERENCE

OMEGA O-1
Electric adjustable sit & stand frame for an ergonomic and flexible work environment.
OMEGA O-1 can be assembled together with any table top, creating a table
to suit the needs of the business or activity is easy. The latest technology in
height adjustment control ensures reliable and comfortable operation.
Stylish legs of square design.

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT

Yes

POWERED BY

Electricity

FRAME WIDTH

700 mm (foot)

DIMENSIONS TABLETOPS

Max ø850 mm

STROKE

400 mm (690 mm - 1090 mm)

LIFT CAPACITY

Max 50 kg

Colour

Art. No.

Silver

505888K

Black

505885K

White

505886K

Anthracite

505889K-17
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CONFERENCE SIT & STAND

CLASSIC CONFERENCE

Foot 700

Electric adjustable sit & stand frame for an ergonomic and
flexible work environment around the meeting table.
CLASSIC frame for meeting tables in a robust design,
with electric height-adjustment, allows the creation of an
ergonomic and flexible work environment at tables where
many people meet. Because CLASSIC can be assembled
together with any table top and is available in a range of
sizes, creating a table to suit the needs of the business or
activity is easy. Rectangular legs in an elegant design.

C2

C2+ (IMPROVED)

C3

C4

1150 - 1750

2100 - 2600*

2295 - 3495

3435 - 5235

Silver

CL23RK01BA08

CL23RO01BA08

CL33RK01FB08

CL43RK01BA08

Black

CL23RK01BA40

CL23RO01BA40

CL33RK01FB40

CL43RK01BA40

White

CL23RK01BA25

CL23RO01BA25

CL33RK01FB25

CL43RK01BA25

Chrome

CL23RK01BA98

CL23RO01BA98

CL33RK01FB98

CL43RK01BA98

1160 - 2250 x 800 - 1200

2110 - 3100 x 800 - 1200*

2300 - 4000 x 800 - 1200

3450 - 5750 x 800 - 1200

Silver

CL23YK01BA08

CL23YO01BA08

CL33YK01FB08

CL43YK01BA08

Black

CL23YK01BA40

CL23YO01BA40

CL33YK01FB40

CL43YK01BA40

White

CL23YK01BA25

CL23YO01BA25

CL33YK01FB25

CL43YK01BA25

Chrome

CL23YK01BA98

CL23YO01BA98

CL33YK01FB98

CL43YK01BA98

1160 - 2250 x 1200 - 1500

2110 - 3100 x 1200 - 1500*

2300 - 4000 x 1200 - 1500

3450 - 5750 x 1200 - 1500

Frame width (mm)

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT

Yes

POWERED BY

Electricity

STROKE

500 mm (615 - 1115 mm ±5 mm)

LIFT CAPACITY

C2: Max 100 kg
C2+ Improved: Max 100 kg
C3: Max 150 kg
C4: Max 200 kg

Table tops (WxD mm)
Foot 900

Table tops (WxD) mm

* NOTE! Fixed frame lenght. Ordered in even decimals
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CONFERENCE SIT & STAND

TETRA MEETING M4
Electric sit & stand frame for meeting tables, for an
adjustable and ergonomic work environment at tables
intended to accommodate many people during meetings.

TETRA Meeting is a robust and proven electric
sit & stand frame for meeting tables that is available
for order in special dimensions to meet the needs of
specific users. Elegant legs of rectangular design with
the latest technology in height adjustment control to
ensure reliable and comfortable operation.
Can be easily assembled together with any table top
to create a meeting table in the style of your choice.

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT

Yes

POWERED BY

Electricity

FRAME WIDTH

800 - 3500 mm x 800 - 1500 mm

DIMENSIONS TABLETOPS

800 - 3500 mm x 800 - 1500 mm

STROKE

500 mm (655 mm - 1155 mm ±5 mm)

LIFT CAPACITY

Max 100 kg

Colour

Art. No.

Measurement

Black

512005L

800 - 1500 mm x 800 - 2490 mm*

White

512006L

800 - 1500 mm x 800 - 2490 mm*

Black

512015L

800 - 1500 mm x 2500 - 3500 mm*

White

512016L

800 - 1500 mm x 2500 - 3500 mm*

* NOTE! Fixed frame lenght. Ordered in even decimals
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CONFERENCE FIXED HEIGHT

CLASSIC CONFERENCE FIXED
Fixed-height frame for a reliable and robust
meeting table, allowing customisation of table width
and length to your desired design.
CLASSIC meeting table frames give you a robust
table with an impressive range of options.
The frames are available in a number of different
lengths and widths, to suit different requirements.
Easily assembled together with any table top,
allowing users to have total freedom of choice as
to the style and dimensions – to suit the
purpose of the table. Legs of rectangular design.

C2

C2+ (IMPROVED)

C3

C4

1150 - 1750

2100 - 2600*

2295 - 3495

3435 - 5235

Silver

CL2FRKXXXX08

CL2FROXXXX08

CL3FRKXXXX08

CL4FRKXXXX08

Black

CL2FRKXXXX40

CL2FROXXXX40

CL3FRKXXXX40

CL4FRKXXXX40

White

CL2FRKXXXX25

CL2FROXXXX25

CL3FRKXXXX25

CL4FRKXXXX25

Chrome

CL2FRKXXXX98

CL2FROXXXX98

CL3FRKXXXX98

CL4FRKXXXX98

1160 - 2250 x 800 - 1200

2110 - 3100 x 800 - 1200*

2300 - 4000 x 800 - 1200

3450 - 5750 x 800 - 1200

Silver

CL2FYKXXXX08

CL2FYOXXXX08

CL3FYKXXXX08

CL4FYKXXXX08

Black

CL2FYKXXXX40

CL2YROXXXX40

CL3FYKXXXX40

CL4FYKXXXX40

White

CL2FYKXXXX25

CL2FYOXXXX25

CL3FYKXXXX25

CL4FYKXXXX25

Chrome

CL2FYKXXXX98

CL2FYOXXXX98

CL3FYKXXXX98

CL4FYKXXXX98

1160 - 2250 x 1200 - 1500

2110 - 3100 x 1200 - 1500*

2300 - 4000 x 1200 - 1500

3450 - 5750 x 1200 - 1500

Frame width (mm)
Foot 700

Table tops (WxD mm)
Foot 900

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT

No

HEIGHT

715 mm

Table tops (WxD mm)

* NOTE! Fixed frame lenght. Ordered in even decimals
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Frame width (mm)

CONFERENCE FIXED HEIGHT

Height
700 mm

AERO V FIXED
Fixed-height frame in a V-shaped design for meeting tables that
require that added touch of style.
AERO V is a robust frame that brings that added touch of
style with its neat V-shaped design. There are various width
and length options in a range of sizes, and the frame can
easily be assembled together with any table top to create
the design of your choice. Can be ordered in three different
heights 700 mm, 900 mm and 1050 mm.

Height
900 mm

Height
1050 mm

V2

V2+ (IMPROVED)

V3

V4

V5

1125 - 1740

2100 - 2600*

2240 - 3470

3360 - 5205

4390 - 6850

Silver

505508K

505518K

505528K

505538K

505548K

Black

505505K

505515K

505525K

505535K

505545K

White

505506K

505516K

505526K

505536K

505546K

Chrome

505500K

505510K

505520K

505530K

505540K

Silver

505508K-900

505518K-900

505528K-900

505538K-900

505548K-900

Black

505505K-900

505515K-900

505525K-900

505535K-900

505545K-900

White

505506K-900

505516K-900

505526K-900

505536K-900

505546K-900

Chrome

505500K-900

505510K-900

505520K-900

505530K-900

505540K-900

Silver

505508K-1050

505518K-1050

505528K-1050

505538K-1050

505548K-1050

Black

505505K-1050

505515K-1050

505525K-1050

505535K-1050

505545K-1050

White

505506K-1050

505516K-1050

505526K-1050

505536K-1050

505546K-1050

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT

No

Chrome

505500K-1050

505510K-1050

505520K-1050

505530K-1050

505540K-1050

HEIGHT

700 mm, 900 mm, 1050 mm

Table tops (WxD mm)

1135-2240 x 800-1500

2110-3100 x 800-1500*

2250-3970 x 800-1500

3370-5700 x 800-1500

4400-7350 x 800-1500

* NOTE! Fixed frame lenght. Ordered in even decimals
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LOUNGE

SINGLE PEDESTAL FRAME
Height-adjustable frame for tables for standing as well as sitting.
Robust table frame, at which people can stand or sit, gives you a
flexible item of furniture and added flexibility in the work
environment. The height can be easily adjusted using a smooth
and easy adjusting lever. Generous freedom of choice thanks to the
range of models for different table top sizes. Order separately and
assemble with the table top of your choice, or order as a complete
table with a top from Swedstyle.

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT

Yes

POWERED BY

Gas

FRAME WIDTH

440 mm, 540 mm, 730 mm

DIMENSIONS TABLETOPS

440: Ø450 - 550 mm, 540: Ø550 - 700 mm, 730: 600 x 900 mm

STROKE

190 mm (340 - 530 mm) without table top
450 mm (600 - 1050 mm) without table top

TABLE Ø500

TABLE Ø700

FRAME
440

FRAME
540

FRAME
730

Colour

Art. No.

Product

Silver

5031586

Table 440, Ø500 mm - Compact laminate

Black

5031556

Table 440, Ø500 mm - Compact laminate

White

5031556

Table 440, Ø500 mm - Compact laminate

Silver

5031286

Table 540, Ø700 mm - Plywood/Laminate

Black

5031256

Table 540, Ø700 mm - Plywood/Laminate

White

5031266

Table 540, Ø700 mm - Plywood/Laminate

Silver

503158

Single pedestal 440, 450 stroke

Black

503155

Single pedestal 440, 450 stroke

White

503156

Single pedestal 440, 450 stroke

Silver

503178

Single pedestal 440, 190 stroke

Black

503175

Single pedestal 440, 190 stroke

White

503176

Single pedestal 440, 190 stroke

Silver

503128

Single pedestal 540, 450 stroke

Black

503125

Single pedestal 540, 450 stroke

White

503126

Single pedestal 540, 450 stroke

Silver

503198

Single pedestal 540, 190 stroke

Black

503195

Single pedestal 540, 190 stroke

White

503196

Single pedestal 540, 190 stroke

Silver

503238

Single pedestal 730, 450 stroke

Black

503235

Single pedestal 730, 450 stroke

White

503236

Single pedestal 730, 450 stroke

Silver

503208

Single pedestal 730, 190 stroke

Black

503205

Single pedestal 730, 190 stroke

White

503206

Single pedestal 730, 190 stroke
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Accessories
Smart, elegant and neat
Make sure the entire workspace is configured to
the same high standard with the aid of some
great accessories that eliminate those little things
that spoil your day-to-day work, giving better
structure to your workspace. We have a range of
hand controllers with different functions, cable
holders, screen brackets and power connectors.
If you can’t see the wood for the trees at your
workspace, then Swedstyle accessories are just
what you need!

Hand controllers that are easy to use
Our hand controllers, specially designed in-house,
make it easy to use our height-adjustable desks
in the most effective way. Our wide range makes
it easy for everyone to find the controller best
suited to them. You can, for instance, choose from
controllers with touch functions or others that
memorise your height settings.

CONTENT:
44 | ACCESSORIES FOR FRAMES
45 | ACCESSORIES FOR CLASSIC FRAMES
46 | ACCESSORIES FOR CLASSIC TWIN
47 | OPTIONALS FOR FRAMES
48 | ACCESSORIES ELECTRICAL
50 | HAND CONTROLLERS

ACCESSORIES

FOR FRAMES

Cable Tray Flex

Laptop Tray

Flexlock Invisible + Lock plates B

Hide the cables nice and tidy with a cable
tray. You can easily tilt the tray when you
need to access the wires. Adjustable laterally 1150-1740 mm, in the same way as the
frame. Height 105/135 mm.

Extractable tray in white sheet metal. For
mounting underneath the table top. Can be
supplemented with RFID lock from Flexlock.
691x356x70 mm (BxDxH)

Flexlock Invisible is a lock with RFID
technology for inside mounting. It can easily
be mounted in both new or existing furnitures. The lock is battery powered and no external power supply is required. Available in
Mifare 13.56 Mhz or EM 125 kHz. Including
lock plate B suitable for the Laptop Tray.

Product

Colour

Art. No.

Product

Colour

Art. No.

Cable Tray Flex

Silver

DIKED08

Lap tray

White

505416K

Black

DIKED40

White

DIKED25

Screen Holder - Wood

Screen Holder - Plexi

Mobile Power Startkit

Screen holder for wood core screens.
Mount directly to the table top with screws
or attach to the frame with mounting plates.
The screen plate is easily connected to the
frame using hooks, making it easy to install
the desk screen and easy to replace.

Screen holder for plexi screens with narrow
mounting plate for minimum visibility.
Mount directly to the table top with screws
or attach to the frame with mounting plates.
The screen plate is easily connected to the
frame using hooks, making it easy to install
the desk screen and easy to replace.

Battery operation for electric height adjustable
frames that provides mobility of usage, design
and function to office furnitures.
The Mobile Power starter kit includes a
Powerbank (battery), a docking bay and a
micro USB charger. The docking bay enables
the possibility of easy installation and exchange
of the rechargeable powerbank . Charging is
performed by using the Micro USB Charger.

Product

Colour

Table top
mounting

Frame
mounting
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Contact our customer service
for more info

Art. No.

Product

Colour

Silver

SKARM08

SKARMS08B

SKARM40

Table top
mounting

Silver

Black

Black

SKARMS40B

White

SKARM25

White

SKARMS25B

Silver

SKARMBLE08

Black

SKARMBLE40

White

SKARMBLE25

Frame
mounting

ACCESSORIES

CONFERENCE

Cable Management Classic
Flexibel cable chain for your Classic frame.
Length 1320 mm.
Screen Holder Classic

Cable Tray Conference

Screen holder for mounting a fixed height
desk screen. Only suitable for the Classic
frame in 3D and cannot be retrofitted.

Hide the cables nice and tidy with a
cable tray. Suitable for Classic
Conference, Tetra Meeting and
Aero V. 800x300x145 mm (BxDxH)

Art. No.

Silver

SKARMSBLE08

Black

SKARMSBLE40

White

SKARMSBLE25

Product
Mobile Power
Starter kit

Colour
-

Art. No.
232635

Product
Cable Management
Classic

Colour
Black

Art. No.
KABELKEDCL

Product

Colour

Art. No.

Screen Holder Classic

Silver

SKARMCLF08

Product

Colour

Black

SKARMCLF40
SKARMCLF25

Cable Tray
Conference

Black

White

Art. No.
505205
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ACCESSORIES

OPTIONALS

FOR CLASSIC TWIN 2.0

FOR FRAMES

Cable Tray - Twin

Cable Management - Twin

Screen Holder - Twin

Sliding table top

Hide the cables nice and tidy with a cable
tray and create a fully equipped and
functional Twin workplace. Available in one
Upper cable tray that fits under the table
top or a Bottom cable tray to be mount
between the side bars. Adjustable laterally,
1150-1740 mm. Height 100 mm.

Keep track of your power and data cables
by collecting them in one place with a
Cable Chain. Stylish and practical solution
of cables to your Classic Twin workplace.
Length 940 mm.

A desk screen is an easy way to create a
personal space and privacy, even in the
most open office landscape. Use the Screen
holder Twin for mounting a fixed height
desk screen between your workstations.
Only suitable for the Classic Twin frame.

The sliding table top is a smart solution if you easily want
to handle cables from the top of the table and the cable tray.
Pull out the tabletop to access the connectors and cables
located in the tray. No special cable slots are required, and
you use the entire table top as a work surface.

Product

Colour

Cable Tray Twin
Upper

Silver

DIKETWU08

Black

DIKETWU40

White

DIKETWU25

Silver

DIKETW08

Black

DIKETW40

White

DIKETW25

Cable Tray Twin
Upper

Art. No.

Product

Colour

Cable Chain Twin

Black

Art. No.
KABELKEDTW

Product

Colour

Screen Holder
Twin

White

SKARMTW08

Black

SKARMTW40

White

SKARMTW25

Product

Colour

Art. No.

Sliding Table Top
Frame kit

Silver

SKJBKIT08B

Black

SKJBKIT40B

White

SKJBKIT25B

Art. No.
Sliding, divided table top
With a simple movement, slide the table top and gain
access to cable cable connections.

Product

Colour

Art. No.

Sliding Divided Table Top
Frame kit

Silver

SKJBDELKIT08B

Black

SKJBDELKIT40B

White

SKJBDELKIT25B

Transporeter - 'Twin
Create a unit of multiple Twin workplaces
using a transporter. To be attached to the
lower cable tray on a Classic Twin frame.
Connects two workplaces together and
creates a unified unit.
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Product

Colour

Art. No.

Cable tray Wire

Silver

TRANSPTW08

Black

TRANSPTW40

White

TRANSPTW25

Cable Tray for Sliding, divided table top
Cable tray with extra width and depth suitable for a
workplace solution with sliding divided table top.
Three different widths: 900 mm, 1200 mm or 1500 mm.

Product

Colour

Art. No.

Cable Tray 900 for
Sliding Divided Table Top
1200 mm

Silver

DIKE90D08B

Black

DIKE90D40B

White

DIKE90D25B

Cable Tray 1200 for
Sliding Divided Table Top
1500 mm

Silver

DIKE120D08B

Black

DIKE120D40B

White

DIKE120D25B

Cable Tray 1500 for
Sliding Divided Table Top
1800 mm

Silver

DIKE150D08B

Black

DIKE150D40B

White

DIKE150D25B
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ACCESSORIES

ELECTRICAL
FlexPower 2+2

FlexPower 2+2 - Inlay

Keystones

Power connector for two electrical
connections and two keystones of the user’s
choice; HDMI, USB 2.0 or RJ45.
Mounting using flexible fixings to the bottom
of the desk.

Flush-fitting power connector which gives
the user extra easy access for two electrical
connections and two keystone modules for
HDMI, USB 2.0 or RJ45.

For use as sockets in any FlexPower 2+2.
Available in HDMI, USB 2.0 or RJ45.

Product

Colour

FlexPower 2+2

Black

Art. No.
507015

Wireless Charging plate

FlexPower 4

FlexPower 8

FlexPower 3 Flush-fitting

Wireless charging plate provides easy
charging of the mobile without cords
Connect to a power outlet via USB cable
and power adapter (included).

Power connector with four electrical sockets,
fitted using flexible fixings to the bottom of
the user’s desktop to allow easy access for
plugging in equipment.

Power connector with eight electrical
sockets for fitting to the bottom of the
desktop allowing easy access for plugging
in equipment.

Power connector with three sockets that
fits flush into the top of the desk, allowing
excellent access to plug in equipment.
Practical cable-tidy function.

Product

Colour

FlexPower 2+2 I

Whiite/Black

Art. No.
507026

Product

Art. No.

HDMI

507065

USB 2.0

507045

RJ45

507051

FlexPower 3 Desk model
Power connector with three sockets that
is secured around the desk edge, allowing
easy access to sockets on top of the desktop
without the need to drill holes. Practical
cable-tidy function to keep all cables in order.
Fits desktops 5–25 mm thick.
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Product

Colour

Wireless
Charging Plate

Black/
Aluminium

Art. No.
507084

Product

Colour

FlexPower 4

Black

Art. No.
507035

Product

Colour

FlexPower 8

Black

Art. No.
212725

Product

Colour

FlexPower 2+2

Black

Art. No.
212764

Product

Colour

FlexPower 2+2 I

Black/
Aluminium

Art. No.
212704
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ACCESSORIES

HAND CONTROLLERS

Swedstyle Motion S

Swedstyle Motion T

Swedstyle Motion Ti

Hand controller in an elegant, compact
design with rubber-coated buttons for
precise control. This model features an
ergonomic layout and is extremely reliable.
Easily and quickly fitted to the bottom of
the desktop using the screws supplied.
Sliding function.

Adjustable compact hand controller with
touch buttons for controlling heightadjustable desk frames, with a really
up-to-date look. For mounting under
the desktop.

Hand controller as a flush-fitting model,
with big buttons providing easy and
effective control of height-adjustable desk
frames. Low-profile design for minimum
intrusion on the desktop surface.
Easily fitted.

Swedstyle Memory

Swedstyle Memory S

Swedstyle Memory T

Programable hand controller for controlling
height-adjustable desk frames, with memory
function for up to four positions.
Display for easy reading of the settings;
soft buttons make for pleasant handling.
Easily fitted to the bottom of the desktop.

Slide-in hand controller in a slimmed-down
design, with soft buttons and four memory
functions. Three-digit display makes it
easy to read settings. Fitted to the bottom
of the desktop.

Hand controller for fitting to the bottom of
the desktop. Elegant, modern design with
touch display and lock function. Up to four
positions can be saved ready for easy and
rapid retrieval of the user’s optimum settings.

Product

Colour

Swedstyle Memory

Silver

Art. No.
HAND05B

Product

Colour

Swedstyle Memory S

Black

Art. No.
HAND06B

Product

Colour

Swedstyle Memory T

Black

Art. No.
HAND12B

Swedstyle Memory Ti
Flush-fitting hand controller in an elegant,
modern design with touch function.
Display for easy reading of settings, and
memory function allowing rapid retrieval
of stored positions.
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Product

Colour

Swedstyle Motion S

Black

Art. No.
HAND01B

Product

Colour

Swedstyle Motion T

Black

Art. No.
HAND07B

Product

Colour

Swedstyle Motion Ti

Black

Art. No.
HAND10B

Product

Colour

Art. No.

Swedstyle Motion Ti

Black

HAND09B
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Smart office solutions
Office technology for greater day-to-day
work satisfaction and a smarter work
environment - this is what we create at
Swedstyle. With innovative, digital
technology for the modern office, we help
you find the right solution and be one step
ahead of the trend.
For a smarter office, you should come to
Småland. Småland has long been associated
with innovation and business enterprise.
At Swedstyle, we have taken this as our
starting point to create better office
environments combining superb interior
design with the latest technology.
Using smart solutions, we are developing
the workspaces of tomorrow, right here in
Småland, Sweden.
You see, when innovative technology is
combined with Swedish manufacturing and
quality, the result is something completely
exceptional.

Welcome to Sweden
and Småland.
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Terms and Conditions
Delivery from factory in Vaggeryd. Free shipping on
order value exceeding SEK 25,000. Orders less than
SEK 25,000 will be charged actual shipping.
Delivery time 4 weeks.

Payment terms
All prices are exclusive VAT. Credit checks may
be made for delivery and prepayment. 30 days net,
the goods remain in Swedstyle's ownership until
full payment has been made.
2% interest on late payments is calculated from
the first day after payment is due.

Warranty terms
2-year warranty on manufacturing defects is
calculated from the first month of delivery in
normal use. If an error can be remedied by
replaceable part of the product, the seller fulfills
the warranty responsibility by sending the buyer a
replacement part. The exchange takes place through
the buyer's care. The exchange item is debited and
the incorrect part must be returned to the seller
immediately, unless otherwise agreed by the seller.
The seller credits the buyer after approval.
Deliveries are made in accordance with NL09.
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Showroom

Transport damages

Take a closer look at our range and draw
inspiration from our Stockholm showroom.
On ETAGE 1 of Rosenlundsgatan 40, we are part of
a joint interior design display together with some
other swedish companies. The common denominator we all share is a commitment to top quality and
modern design. Here you will find everything you
need to design and fit out a modern workspace.

Any deviations and damage must be noted on the
consignment note and be notified by the buyer
within 7 days of the goods received.

Showroom: Etage1. Rosenlundsgatan 40,
SE-118 53 Stockholm. www.etage1.se
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Swedstyle AB. Karlavägen 38, Box 171, SE-567 24 Vaggeryd, Sweden
info@swedstyle.se | +46 393-363 60 | www.swedstyle.com

